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I have served as a preceptor for two different undergraduate classes while at Princeton. At the
end of each semester, the Princeton University Registrar collects student opinions on the quality
of their precepts in an anonymous survey. Scores range from 1-poor to 5-excellent and gives stu-
dents the opportunity to leave written feedback. This document contains the numerical summaries
and written comments I received from those evaluations. Comments have only been altered in the
interest of anonymity for other instructional staff and the students themselves.

Summary of Numerical Evaluations

Excellent Very Good Good Fair Poor Average
American Constitutional Development
Spring 2015

Precept 5 0 1 0 0 4.7

Quantitative Analysis
Fall 2014

Precept 1 7 1 3 1 0 4.2
Precept 2 5 1 0 0 0 4.8
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Constitutional Development, Spring 2015

• Lauren was really an excellent preceptor. She was engaging, attentive, and really well-
informed about the material. I felt at ease in class to voice my opinions because I knew that
I would not get chastised for them. She was also very open to meeting with students and
helping them improve the quality of their writing. I even stayed around for two hours after
my first conference her in frist about my paper. We spoke about our experiences coming to
princeton and shared our respective impressions about a whole sort of different topics. The
study session that she held was also fantastic. She is the type of preceptor that I think all
undergrads would love to have.

• Precepts were lively and Lauren was very intelligent in guiding the discussion and getting us
to participate in ways that were not contrived (which is a lot to ask).

• Lauren is a very good preceptor, she’s engaging and understands how to make the material
accessible.

• alright. first precept. didn’t allow open discussion, expecting students to raise their hands
before talking is childish and a bad way to run a precept. but aside from that very good
precepts

• Lauren is the best

• Guidance was fantastic in the class. I was rarely if every confused about what was expected
out of me and Lauren was always there to answer any of my questions if I had them. The
exams were very challenging but fairly graded.

Quantitative Analysis and Politics, Fall 2014

• Lauren is AMAZING! Was always there to help on psets and handouts as well as explain
any concepts we didn’t understand. She had a really good grasp of the fact that it was most
of our’s first time coding ever, and therefore made sure not to over complicate anything too
much. She also spent a LOT of free time helping us with psets etc. (staying until 1am once),
which she definitely did not have to do. Overall: best preceptor!

• Lauren was great–she is super helpful and approachable and she was also really great at
teaching and explaining the harder concepts that I sometimes felt confused by after lecture.

• Lauren is a saint. She was far more concerned with making sure that we understood what
was going on in both R and in statistics than she was about following the schedule to a T.
It’s not that she didn’t follow it, it’s just that if the class seemed lost on a certain concept she
would go out of her way to make sure that we understood.

• Precepts were great. Lauren rocks!

• Lauren is a great preceptor.
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• Lauren was a very caring and engaging preceptor who was committed to helping everyone
understand the material.

• WONDERFUL. Lauren is helpful and smart and very dedicated.

• Wasn’t always sure what we were supposed to gain out of precept that wasn’t already covered
in lecture, but precepts were fine for reviewing material. The preceptor was very helpful in
answering students’ questions.

• Did not think the precept was well-structured - content varied from precept to precept and
preceptor did not go over answers to materials - told us to look over it ourselves, whereas
explanations would have been extremely helpful. Precept was also not engaging; activities
felt forced and mundane and irrelevant to lecture (and textbook) material.

• My preceptor was actually [name redacted], but I stopped attending her precepts and started
going to Lauren’s. Lauren was an incredible TA. She helped all of us countless times during
her office hours, which she often extended for hours past they were over, and once until
1AM. Lauren’s help made this whole course much better!

• Lauren was always so available, helpful, and patient! She was a stellar resource, particularly
outside of lecture and precept during things like office hours.

• Lauren was very responsive and willing to help. She dedicated many hours to office hours
to answer our questions for assignments and exams.

• Lauren was always available for help, especially for Problem Sets, and resolved most of my
issues pretty fast.

• Precepts were really good. Lauren is extremely helpful and available for anything. She was
late sometimes, but it did not effect the quality of help she gave.

• She was great and helped a ton with everything. Lauren is the best preceptor by far. She
stayed til 1 am a few times to help us.

• Lauren is an angel–she worked incredible hours with students to help us with our psets and
was never condescending or impatient. She made this course possible for me and deserves a
lot of recognition for her work.
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